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Abstract. This article deals with the long-term durability of a relatively new composite – textile
reinforced concrete (TRC). The studied composite material introduces a modern and favourite solution
in contemporary architecture and structural engineering. It could also be used in renovation and
monument restoration due to its high utility properties. The experimental program was focused on the
determination of the resistance of the TRC in an aggressive environment using durability accelerated
tests. The high performance concrete (HPC), which we used in our study, exhibited a compressive
strength exceeding 100MPa after 28 days. Specimens were subjected to a 10% solution of H2SO4,
10% solution of NaOH, and freeze-thaw cycling respectively. All these environments can occur in
real conditions in the TRC practical utilization. The testing was carried out on “dog-bone” shaped
specimens, specially designed for the tensile strength measurement. Studied TRC specimens were
reinforced by textiles of three different square weight that were applied in one or two layers, which led
to the expected increase of tensile strength The freeze-thaw cycling had the biggest influence on the
tensile properties, because it causes micro-cracks formation. The specimens exposed to the chemically
aggressive environment deteriorated mostly on the surface, because of the high density of the concrete
and generally low penetration of the media used. The resistance of the studied TRC to the aggressive
environment increased with the applied reinforcement rate. The performed experimental programme
highlighted the necessity of including the durability properties in the design of structural elements.

Keywords: textile concrete; tensile strength; accelerated durability test; acid environment; freezing-
thawing; alkaline solution.

1. Introduction
Textile reinforced concrete (TRC) is a composite ma-
terial, which is becoming more and more known. Tex-
tile concrete may have one or (usually) more layers
of textile reinforcement instead of steel [1–3]. How-
ever, mostly 2D textile reinforcement is used. It can
also be prestressed and there are two ways to do that
— the mechanical way [1] or by a chemical composi-
tion of reinforcement (nylon shrinks in alkali environ-
ment) [2].
The TRC is a composite material based on the

high-density matrix, usually high-performance con-
crete (HPC). The concrete matrix used in combination
with the textile reinforcement must fulfil several tech-
nological conditions. Maximum size of its particles
must be smaller than the “eye” of the textile reinforce-
ment and it must be fluid enough to enter all parts.
The textile reinforcement is easy to use, it is light and
flexible. This material is currently very favoured by
architects, which can be declared on the basis of the
increasing amount of its application. The TRC is used
mostly as facade panels, bridges, decorative roofs, etc.
It means that it is used in aggressive conditions very
often. That is why its long-term durability is a very
relevant issue.

Its long-term durability depends on the properties
of particular components. A suitable durability of
concrete matrix was studied intensively by a number
of research teams [4–6]. High resistance to the action
of the environment is ensured by the application of
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), which
significantly reduce the matrix permeability. The
most frequently applied SCM is silica fume, however,
fly-ash or metakaolin could be successfully used [7–9].
The highest quality textiles are made of carbon,

but, at the same time, it is the most expensive addi-
tive. Another alternative is glass. Glass itself is very
sensitive to alkaline environment, which is typical for
concrete; therefore, it needs a surface treatment or
a special primary material (AR glass – alkali resis-
tant). Organic materials can be used as well, such
as plastics, nylon, hemp, jute, etc., however, these
materials can react differently in extreme conditions.
They have different coefficient of thermal expansion,
chemical properties and are generally sensitive to the
degradation.
One of the biggest chemical exposition of acidic

solutions is in acid rains. Wang et al. [10] discussed
the problem of acid rains in China, it affects almost
one third of its area. Not only rain, but industrial
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Component Weight ratio [–]
Cement CEM I 42.5 R 1
Silica fume 0.19
Silica sand 0.1/0.6 0.48
Silica sand 0.3/0.8 0.5
Silica sand 0.6/1.2 0.38
Silica powder 0.48
Superplasticizer 0.011
Water 0.35

Table 1. Composition of used concrete matrix.

and agricultural environments are exposing concrete
to acidic conditions, this problem is not just in China,
but worldwide. Facts based on a worldwide compre-
hensive research [11] shows that almost 54% of all
problems with concrete structures are caused by chem-
ical reactions (carbonation, chloride attack, acids, etc.)
and it is mostly caused by a wrong choice of concrete
mixture for the required purpose.
Nobili [12] studied the influence of the alkaline en-

vironment, which is typical for all concrete structures
and used reinforcement must deal with it. A tensile
strength experiment of a concrete reinforced with glass
textile shown that there is an obvious difference in
strength loss between the matrix and textile. The
cementitious matrix shown faster degradation (24%
compared to the reference sample) than glass textile
(11%). The glass textile reinforcement can be pro-
tected from the influence of the alkali environment by
two basic ways depending on the glass used. A lower
quality glass is covered in styrene-butadiene layer and
higher quality glass, so called AR glass (alkali resis-
tant) contains 15–20% of zirconium [13, 14], which
improves the durability of the glass.

Butler et al. [7, 8] also experimented with the dura-
bility of the textile concrete. They mention three
factors that are crucial for a long term durability of
glass-fibre-reinforced concrete, which has the same
damage mechanism as the TRC. First is the Corro-
sion of the fibre material itself due to attack of OH-
ions in the pore solution, second is Static fatigue of
the glass fibre under sustained load in the highly al-
kaline environment and lastly Densification of the
matrix adjacent to the filaments and enhancement
of the fibre–matrix bond with continued hydration.
The alkalinity resistance is improved by a polymer
layer, which also has a mechanical purpose (holds the
textile together). The focus of their article was to find
the perfect composition of matrix for the best dura-
bility results. Experiments showed that metakaolin
and fly-ash are the best solution, because they create
a high density matrix with a suitable resistance to
the aggressive environment. However, cementitious
matrixes show better results than the blended binding
systems in early stages, because of faster hydration,
which caused better bond between the matrix and
textile reinforcement.

Figure 1. Three types of used textile reinforcement.

The main aim of the present article is to assess
the durability of the TRC using a complex system
of experimental procedures. The performed set of
accelerated tests introduces the most harmful deterio-
ration mechanisms attacking the concrete. Samples of
the studied TRC were exposed to freeze-thaw cycling,
acid and alkaline environment, respectively, in terms
of direct tension tests.

2. Experimental program
Performed experimental program follows a previous re-
search [15, 16], which was focused on the development
of a cement matrix applicable for the TRC production.
A new type of Portland cement matrix was formulated
and its technological aspects were verified.

2.1. Materials
The concrete matrix was based on the HPC, whose
composition is shown in Tab. 1. This composite con-
tains a high amount of fine components to obtain
the suitable consistency in fresh state. High amount
of silica fume significantly reduces the permeability
and pH of pore water. The compressive strength
exceeds, after 28 days, 100MPa when using cubes
100 × 100 × 100mm. Testing was conducted in accor-
dance with BS EN 193 [17].

Name code of textiles is for example “R 585 A101”,
where R means textile fabric, 585 stands for weight in
grams per square meter and A101 is a type of the sur-
face treatment, in this case, alkali resistant. Textiles
have different properties on perpendicular directions,
caused by the technology process of the production
– warp and weft weaving. Glass textile used in this
work is made from glass type E with styrene-butadiene
coating layer ensuring its alkali-resistance. Glass tex-
tile reinforcement of three different square weights,
produced by company Adfors, were used in this work.
Their square weights were 131, 275 and 585 g/m2

(Fig. 1). Each textile was applied in one and two
layers respectively.
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FIGURE 3. Typical loading chart. 
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FIGURE 4. Freeze-thaw scheme. 
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Figure 3. Typical loading chart.

Figure 2. Specimen in claws with installed exten-
simeter.

2.2. Experimental methods
Determination of the flexural strength and compres-
sive strength were carried out according to BS EN
1015-11 [18]. Flexural strength measurement was
executed on the accompanying prismatic specimens
40 × 40 × 160mm. The determination of the flexu-
ral strength was organized as a three-point bending
test with the support span 100mm and axial loading.
The compressive strength was investigated by using
fragments left after the bending test.

The main testing part – tensile property test – was
executed on “dog-bone” specimens placed into special
claws on the testing machine. The loading speed was
0.5mm/min and the test ended at the point of a full
break-up. Several data outputs have been observed,
such as time, loading strength, elongation and strain
thanks to the installed extensimeter, Fig. 2.

Incorporation of the reinforcement gets difficult in
the interpretation of the test results, because it is
necessary to take into consideration the entire failure
behaviour of the specimen. That is why four main
points of the test record were monitored. The charac-
terisation of the obtained test record is illustrated in
Fig. 3. Point 1 describes the strength where the first
crack occurred. Point 2 is where the TRC specimen
started acting again and begun to bear load again.
Point 3 describes the maximal obtained strength in
the textile reinforcement. Fourth point is a point when
the specimen was torn apart. Area ”A” is where just
the cementitious matrix bears all loads; area ”B” is
the area where the textile reinforcement is activated.
The main aim of the experimental program was

to evaluate the impact of the environment with a
set of accelerated tests. This testing was inspired by
Japanese code JSCE-E 549-2000 [19], which prescribes
specific solutions for 60 days without an air circulation
and solution renewal. Samples were submersed to
10% NaOH solution, 10% H2SO4 solution, reference
samples were cured in water. The above described
procedure includes monitoring the residual weight of
samples and their visual description.
The TRC is used for a thin-walled structure ele-

ments production, which is why the freeze-thaw re-
sistance test was included, because it could cause
progress of cracks. The freeze-thaw resistance was
realised according to [20]. The load cycle started with
a frosting phase down to −18 °C lasting for four hours,
and then continued with a defrosting period up to
20 °C for another two hours (as shown on Figure 4).
The defrosting is realized by flooding the climatic
chamber with a water with a temperature of 20 °C.
Loss of the mass is also monitored, if any occurs.
The residual properties after accelerated durability
tests were specifically determined on the “dog-bone”
shaped specimens. All tests were carried out on three
samples.

3. Results
The performed experimental program was focused on
the assessment of the resistance of the TRC made of
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Figure 4. Freeze-thaw scheme.
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Figure 5. Mechanical properties of used matrix.

the HPC matrix and glass textile reinforcement to
various aggressive environments. The cement based
matrix, which was used, was developed in a previous
research, nevertheless, the determination of actual me-
chanical properties was necessary for the correct eval-
uation. Flexural and compressive strength exhibited
values of 11.5MPa and 122.7MPa respectively, after
28 days, which met the initial expectations. The dom-
inant part of the experimental program was focused
on the influence of various aggressive environments,
where samples were immersed to acidic and alkaline so-
lutions for 60 days; a freeze-thaw test was in progress
at the same time for different specimens. Residual
values of flexural and compressive strength obtained
using prismatic specimens are shown in Fig. 5.
Specimens exposed to the alkaline solution exhib-

ited a minimal loss of mass and visual changes as well;
the surface was coated by a thin dark blue film, which
was formed by silica fumes released from the surface.
High alkaline environment leads to the metastable
state of created hydrates. The alkaline solution was

Figure 6. Studied samples after the exposure.

nearly constant during testing; pH dropped from 13.3
to 13.2 during 60 days of exposure. This changes
well explain the minimal decay of studied mechanical
properties.
However, acidic solution was significantly neutral-

ized, which is well obvious from the pH changes; the
initial pH of the acidic solution was 0.2 and increased
to 3.4 after the prescribed time. This significant
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FIGURE 7. Tensile strength of studied TRC samples – point “1”.  
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Figure 7. Tensile strength of studied TRC samples – point “1”.
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Figure 8. Elongation of TRC samples between the second and the fourth point.

Acidic Alkaline
environment environment

Loss of mass 9.93% 1.57%

Table 2. Loss of mass of immersed samples.

change was accompanied by the deterioration of im-
mersed specimens, which provided dotation of alkalin-
ity. However, it is necessary to note that the measure-
ment of the initial value of pH was on the limit of the
apparatus resolution. The loss of Ca(OH)2 and the
consequent decomposition of hydrated phases [9, 21]
was accompanied by a massive loss of mass and decay
of mechanical properties.

Interesting trend exhibited accompanying prismatic

samples subjected to freezing-thawing. Values of flex-
ural strength after 50 cycles decreased by more than
40%, however, additional freezing-thawing led to a
slight increase in comparison with the original val-
ues. It is probably caused by the additional matrix
hydration. Similar conclusions could be found in work
of Sahmaran et al. [22] and Chung et al. [23]. The
most important part of the experiment was the tensile
testing of the TRC specimens. The impact of studied
aggressive environments is well declared on the results
of dog-bone specimens testing. The immersion of pro-
duced dog-bone samples into aggressive environment
caused the expected loss of mass, however, increas-
ing the amount of textile reinforcement did not affect
this parameter. Average results are summarized in
Tab. 2 for both acidic and alkaline environments. The
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Environment Freeze-thaw cycles
acidic alkaline 50 100 150

Without TR 63.9 86.9 63.9 48.2 51.0
1 × 131 74.7 79.4 85.6 54.4 49.6
1 × 275 90.6 67.7 67.0 47.9 52.1
1 × 585 101.3 99.5 79.1 58.4 60.7
2 × 131 91.9 84.5 78.7 48.9 51.5
2 × 275 56.8 76.7 60.7 39.2 38.3
2 × 585 72.7 75.8 58.4 41.5 41.5

Table 3. The decay of tensile strength due to action of studied environments [%].
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Figure 9. Tensile force in TRC after the first crack – point “2”.

conduction of freeze-thaw cycling did not cause any
mass loss. The documentation of visual condition of
studied samples is shown in Fig. 6. The decay of the
determined tensile strength is introduced in Tab. 3.
The absolute values of the obtained tensile strength
after the freezing-thawing are introduced in Fig. 7;
these values present the stress corresponding to the
crack initiation – point 1 according to Fig. 3.
The elongation between points two and four is a

crucial parameter describing the failure mode of the
samples, because the brittle rupture is not desirable for
thin-walled structures. This parameter was affected
by the reduced cohesion of the TR and used matrix,
which is well visible in Fig. 8. Results obtained on
the samples subjected to the cycle freezing-thawing
are nearly similar with the reference samples.

Figure 9 describes the behaviour of a specimen after
the first crack occurs. Values of force corresponding
to point “2” are significantly affected by the action of
the aggressive environment, it is well visible on the
influence of freezing-thawing. Reason for this result is
the fact that freezing-thawing affects the whole mass
in comparison with the surface degradation induced
by solutions. We can clearly see the difference be-
tween one and two layers of all reinforcement, which
is more than double in some cases. The biggest posi-

tive effect appeared in the case of reinforcements with
a lower square weight. The degree of reinforcement
has demonstrable effect on the after-crack behaviour.

Figure 10 shows the maximum force achieved in the
textile reinforcement after the first crack – point “3”.
This moment was followed by a slow decrease, which
is positive because of the absence of a fast rupture,
which is undesirable. The biggest negative effect was
caused by NaOH solution, where the most noticeable
strength decrease was almost 31% in the case of two
layers of R 585 A101 reinforcement compared to the
reference samples. It is a very surprising result because
of the presence of an alkali resistant coating on the
reinforcement.

4. Conclusion
This research programme describes the behaviour of
the TRC after an exposure to various aggressive en-
vironments. Test specimens were dog-bone shaped,
made of the HPC cement based matrix with one or
two layers of glass textile reinforcement. Besides be-
ing subjected to freezing-thawing, the TRC samples
were also submersed to chemically aggressive solu-
tions – alkaline and acidic. The applied accelerated
test simulated the impact of an external environment.
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Figure 10. Maximal tensile force in TRC after the first crack – point “3”.

Freeze-thaw cycles seem to be a crucial parameter
for the TRC. Number of studies declared sufficient
resistance of the HPC to this type of exposure, how-
ever, a limited cross-section of the TRC amplifies the
negative impact of the micro-crack propagation. A
very interesting finding is the stimulated self-healing
of the HPC matrix induced by freezing. The observed
effect is probably caused by the surplus of the active
mineral additive. The negative frost effect is deter-
mined by the character of the consequent deterioration
– presence of cracks. However, the action of acidic
and alkaline environments, respectively, breaks the
material from the surface, which was well visible on
the resulting mass loss. The alkaline environment
had a significant impact on the durability of the used
glass reinforcement, despite of the application of the
alkali-resistant coating. The acidic environment led
to the weakening of the matrix and mutual cohesion
with the used TR. That is why we can conclude that
the crucial parameter is the frost resistance from the
point of view of ways of the environment loading.
Very important fact in the composite behaviour is
the type and amount of reinforcement layers. The
lightest textile reinforcement (131 g/m2) showed to
be inappropriate for reinforcing. The strongest textile
(585 g/m2) seems to be adequate. Generally, speci-
mens with two layers exhibited approximately two
times better properties compared to just one layer.
However, the final durability and resistance to the
actions of an aggressive environment will be crucial
parameters for the design of the TRC structures.
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